
Greetings Members of Walker Lake!!!!!!!!! 

  

 Welcome to our first segment of WLLA.  These letters stand for WE LOVE 

LOSING ALL!!!!!  If you’re wondering what that means, get Pepto Bismol and just 

keep reading because you’re in for a total nightmare.  Understand that you have 

not only been lied to by the administration of Walker Lake, but you have also 

been cheated out of your hard earned cash.  Before we get to the meat of the 

matter, the scheduled open meeting that was originally for November was 

canceled.  I’m sure that everyone received the email stating such but did you 

know that the meeting took place as originally planned.  Apparently, this was a 

feeble attempt by the board to purposely divert everyone from the meeting, 

preventing the members from learning the truth.  Before you get upset, I was 

also informed that the meeting was canceled and stayed away.  Thanks to two 

members of the board, that I will not disclose, sat down with me and provided 

the notes of the meeting.  You will be surprised to learn that they are afraid of 

going to JAIL and want to secretly come forward and provide info to the 

authorities.   

 Let me begin with our former President, the late Arthur Politano.  We all 

know of the tireless efforts that Mr. Politano made in preserving the way of life 

at Walker Lake.  Perhaps that is why Mr. Politano was honored with the sign 

that adorned the tennis court stating “Art’s Lakeview Park.”  It’s time to know 

the truth of this great humanitarian.  In fact, I have over 150,000 reasons to 

bring this to light.  Maybe it’s because that is the official dollar amount that was 

embezzled from the accounts thus far, according to the new Walker Lake 

Treasurer.  In fact, the Treasurer stated that the money was apparently used for 

such things as personal home improvements, dental procedures, cable, heating 

Art’s house, electrical bills, and a whole assortment of other nefarious 

expenses.  In fact, all cash that was given to Art for dues and other occurrences 

went directly to Art’s personal account.  Now I know that this sounds disturbing, 

but rest assured it’s just the tip of the iceberg.  There is a great possibility that 

he actually scammed even more.  Now before you go getting your pitchfork and 



torch ready, know this.  Art did not act alone.  In fact, the entire board is going 

to be taken to task in the cover up that took place.  Of course, there was no 

record apparently of the falsifications that took place, or was there.  After Art’s 

passing, his mother and another individual were seen removing the computers 

from Art’s house.  I will not disclose the name at this time but know this, I 

KNOW WHO YOU ARE and like the old adage says, “a picture’s worth a thousand 

words.”  But let’s not get stagnant on just one character; there is a host of 

others. 

 Enter stage right.  The new President is also a tireless worker in support of 

the good of all.  In fact, she has not only stepped into the role of the President, 

but has continued the diligence to carry on.  As you are all aware, Walker Lake 

offers numerous bus trips and entertainment for the community.  I love the get 

togethers, the bus trips to the casinos, the beach party, the covered dish 

suppers, the penny social and even the Elvis impersonators that come from time 

to time.  Did you know that currently, we are in excess of $50,000 in debt with 

such?  In fact, as this was apparently brought to the Presidents attention from 

the Treasurer, she merely stated that the scheduled bus trips will continue.  Are 

you kidding me!!!!  I think that maybe at the next Elvis party I will request 

“Jailhouse Rock.”  We are in the words of the Treasurer, “spending money like a 

drunken sailor!”  THESE ARE THE ACTIONS OF THE PEOPLE THAT WE TRUST TO 

OVERSEE OUR DUES!!!!!!!!  It was also brought to the attention of the few 

people that did show up to the meeting, that Madame President also has a 

debit card.  I know what you’re thinking, but keep in mind that it’s only used to 

buy necessities for the good of all.  Things such as gas, candy for the office, cans 

of road patch from Lowe’s, to repair the oh so few pot holes on the roads that 

we also pay road dues on and paper.  The amount of paper that $50,000 would 

buy most likely would kill the rainforest.  Just kidding, candy is expensive.  Of 

course, it was brought to my attention that there are some people in Walker 

Lake that are exempt from paying road dues.  I also know who you are and your 

identity will be coming out as well as all the other abusers in our little play.  I 

will also add that according to the notes taken, Frank and Fran would sign blank 



checks and hand them to Art to fill in the amount he needed.  Again, the actions 

of a responsible board.   

 Let’s move right along.  There is another problem that has arisen in this 

saga.  Our Attorney, Mr. Hamill, not only represented the board, but also Art 

Politano.  Is it safe to say that any and all bills accrued by Art and the board 

were the same?  I believe it’s known as the fox watching the hen house.  In fact, 

did you know that the attorney was present during every meeting of the board 

and was getting paid to sit next to the president for moral support?  You really 

can’t make this stuff up.  I think that such constitutes a conflict and it’s no 

wonder that recently, he quit as the attorney for the board.  I guess he sees the 

writing on the wall.  Historically the rats will desert a sinking ship.  If that’s the 

case, Mary Agnes the official office secretary, also resigned before the water 

began to boil.   

 I am fed up with the nonsense that has taken place.  The blame does not 

lie on the present and past board members, but upon all of us.  We are all to 

blame for being the mindless sheep, turning our hard earned assets and trust to 

people that have done nothing but take advantage of all of us.  The first steps 

have been taken and our accounts, even the secret accounts that were hiding 

stolen monies, have been not only put in the hands of an independent auditing 

firm, but also in the hands of the District Attorney.  Mark my words that there 

will be people going to jail.  I will now be personally involved to assure that 

justice is done but I can’t do it alone.  I need the entire membership to stand 

and take control of the mess that we have been left to deal with.  If we don’t 

stand now, you can plan on not only having your dues increase by possibly 

1000%, but also having our community taken over by an outside agency, 

dictating what we can and cannot do on our own properties.   

 The next board meeting is scheduled for 12-12-2017 at 7pm.  Another 

feeble attempt to prevent people from learning the truth.  Board meetings have 

always been held on the weekend to ensure that all could attend.  It is 

imperative that all are there to stop the disaster before it gets worse. 

 The truth is finally going to be told and all will know. 



 

In the next issue: 

 Why aren’t all membership dues the same and why is it that some are 

excused from paying dues at all? 

 Why is it that one board member would cash checks for “payroll” of the 

board members?  (And yes I know who you are also) 

 Why is it that some board members receive mileage pay? 

 Why are the roads a disaster when we pay road maintenance? 

 Why are independent contractors employed by the board exempt from 

the bidding process? (Yes I know who you are also and you’re going down) 

 

     The Eagle is Watching and the Talons Are Out 
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